A LICENCE PASSPORT

When you join the world of skydiving, this
breathtaking sport will give you unlimited options and
possibilities and may take you all over the globe.
Welcome to the best playground in the world and
remember the SKY IS NOT THE LIMIT!
Issued by:
The Australian Skydiving Association
and The Parachute School
87 Mountain View Road, Montmorency, 3094
Melbourne Australia
Website: www.skydivingassoc.com.au
Email: tps@skydivingassoc.com.au
PH: 1300 302 907 Mob: +61 413 863 929
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CONGRATULATIONS!!
You are now a SKYDIVER!
Skydiving is a modern sport often described as the Space-Aged
sport. Its progress and popularity has increase at a phenomenal
rate in Australia with over 60 clubs and centres around the
country which can offer you a skydiving experience.
Parachuting / Skydiving has developed into a major competitive
and recreational sport and offers a great pastime for people
like you all over the world
Enthusiasts in this adventure sport give as much time and effort
to train and practice as participants do in other elite sports.
This EXTREME sport presents a challenge for many people. It is
a sport of discipline, commitment and most of all FUN!
The Parachute School is offering YOU that CHALLENGE!
So come on get involved an expose yourself to that Adrenaline
Pumping free falling experience and make lifelong friends on
the way.
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YOUR SKYDIVING LICENCE
The next step in your skydiving career after
completing your first jump is obtaining your A-Licence.
This qualifies you to pack and use your own parachute
(more commonly called a “rig”), and is your next step
to having even more fun as you build on your existing
skills.
Of course, once you’re using your own equipment,
jump prices drop dramatically because you are no
longer paying for rig hire, instruction and extra seats in
the aircraft.
Worldwide jump prices range
between $30 - $46 per jump
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As you progress in your skydiving career, you train for
the next licence, which has certain requirements and
benefits for you and your sport.
AUSTRALIAN SKYDIVING ASSOCIATION

A-Licence

JUMP NO
14

B-Licence

50

C-Licence

100

D-Licence
E-Licence
F-Licence

200
500
1000

BENEFITS
Jumps are much cheaper.
Pack your own gear.
Can jump anywhere in the
world and learn advanced
flying techniques.
Descents up to 10 way
formations
Night Jumps
Apply for display ‘D’ Licence
Freeflying
Nights Jumps
Water Descents
Camera flyer Skysurfing
Apply for Instructor Rating
Apply for Tandem rating
Apply for Display Licence
allowing you to jump into the
MCG because you can.
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SKYDIVING YOUR TICKET TO THE WORLD!
 Be a part of a global community with a
Dropzone in every major city (worth going to).
Why not visit them all.
 See the truly spectacularly beauty of mother
earth, from thousands of different locations
around the globe. The views are indescribable.
 Be a part of a wild and lively social scene making
new friends all over the world! A skydiver will
always talk to a fellow skydiver!
 Experience the extreme adrenaline rush
thousands of times over! The only truthful way
to get a high!
 Build up your skills, choose your discipline,
practice and specialise
 Enter into competitions for your discipline with
your friends
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VARIOUS SKYDIVING DISCIPLINES












Formation Skydiving / Relative Work
Freeflying
Vertical formation Skydiving
Style & Accuracy
Freestyle
Sky Surfing
Wing Suit
Canopy formations / relative work (CRW)
Canopy pilot / Swooping
Coach & Instructor Ratings
And heaps more
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FESTIVALS / BOOGIE SCENE / CAMPS
Worldwide there is plenty of skydiving festivals
and boogies to get involved in. The fun never
ends. Here are just a few great ones to start
with














Ramblers Post Equinox Boogie (QLD)
Go Troppo! Boogie (QLD)
Sydney Skydivers Xmas Boogie (NSW)
Nagambie Full Moon Boogie (VIC)
Good Vibes Boogie (NZ)
Sky Fest Boogie (USA)
Family Days Boogie (USA)
New Wave Boogie (USA)
ABC Skydiver Camp
Canopy Pilot Camp
Freefly Camps
Formation Camps
Fly / skydive trips with your club

CHECK OUT FOR THE LASTEST INFORMATION
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The Sky is not the limit!
Thought you only got 65 seconds of freefall max?
Think again
There are various indoor skydiving centres all around
the world! If you’re close to one, it is well worth the
detour.

www.skyventure.com
SEE you at the Top…. Blue Skies
The Parachute School
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